Kestrels had a great time during, ‘Anti-Bullying Week,’ exploring the theme of, ‘Choose Respect’ through lots of fun, exciting activities. Our participation in a Perform workshop the week before prepared us for some of the important issues we needed to discuss. Set around the theme of the circus we used our imaginations to create scenarios where conflict could arise in the circus ring. Just as in a circus there are several acts with a range of talents we are a class of unique individuals. Each of us has something special to offer.

We talked about what bullying is and what forms it can take. Watching clips on the BBC, we looked at different types of bullying and reflected on how it made individuals feel. We also explored why people bully and what we can do to stop them.

We enjoyed reading ‘Odd Dog Out,’ by Rob Biddulph. This story is all about standing out and being unique.

In circle times we thought about what makes us unique.

We are learning how to work in groups taking on responsibility for doing different roles during an activity. We are aiming high and sharing ideas.

We decorated our own flags to contribute to our whole school anti-bullying charter.
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